AXIS TRAVEL DEPOSITS + FLEXI-DEPOSIT GUARANTEE BENEFITS
Since 1978 , Axis Travel Centre has combined our Agency experience, our expertise and the use of
our industry contacts and trusted suppliers to deliver reliable and dependable travel services .

All travel services that we offer you and you pay us for are protected via the “BOOK SAFE” Scheme that protects you if the Airline, Supplier or
Travel Agency becomes insolvent. We are one of the few Travel companies that subscribes to this “BOOK SAFE” protection plan.
 We proudly place the highest value on our accredited expertise, experience and professional time as we also accept legal responsibility and
accountability governed by legally binding minimum standards in what we offer and deliver to our clients.
 We offer human contact and empathy that cannot be offered by any website or computer.
Deposits are paid to us so we can provide you with professionally accredited travel services, extending relevant choices, travel
permutations and realistic travel advice based on our extensive experience and expertise, under a secured monetary environment.
IF A BOOKING IS IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE + OK The relevant deposits are deducted from final balance , but nonrefundable.
To request your initial preferred Travel item, deposits are usually only $220 per person or as stipulated by Axis Travel consultant,
Remember that Deposits usually secure a place or seat or cabin BUT not the final payment price. Full payments only will secure the prices payable..
IF A BOOKING IS UNAVAILABLE OR “ TO BE ADVISED “[ TBA ] If a Travel item is immediately unavailable or a Travel booking
requires a “priority” clearance or you have requested a detailed planning quote a*FLEXI-DEPOSIT GUARANTEE will apply.
We will require a FLEXI-DEPOSIT from you , based on the proviso that we must deliver to you a confirmed booking or a Travel quotation
or planned Itinerary within 72 hours of depositing .
If after 72 hours of payment your requested Travel is unavailable or we have not delivered an acceptable planning quote within the iniutial
parameters you gave us, then a full refund will be given back to you of this FLEXI-DEPOSIT or if you advise us to do so , we will transfer deposit(s)
paid by you towards another travel booking entrusted to us to be used within 12months of deposit having been paid to us . The choice is yours.
Relevant airline, cruise, tour, supplier and travel agency conditions and fees will apply , with deposits paid being nonrefundable.
Your deposit(s) will secure the delivery of our professionalism, our expertise & our experience, protected via the “BOOK SAFE” Scheme

